
VENEZUELA
FRESH MILK COFFEE MACHINE

Bean to Cup

Introducing the NEW Venezuela commercial coffee machine. Our most advanced commercial 
coffee machine yet, the Venezuela comprises superb aesthetics with unparalleled performance and 
reliability. Manufactured in Switzerland, the Venezuela has been years in the making and truly sets the 
benchmark for fully automatic commercial coffee machines.

- Bean to cup coffee machine
- Simple push button selection
- 8 direct drink selections
- Option for two drink sizes via a shift key
- Adjustable dispense head height
- Jug facility
- Visible bean hopper
- Compact
- Energy Efficient
- Simple to clean and maintain
- 2 instant canisters for milk & chocolate
- Double dispense
- Manometer

Menu

*Cup warmer accessory

Characteristics

Hot-Start System - Unique heating system, creates perfect hot coffee from the very 
first cup.

Quali Control System - Excellent taste is guaranteed by automatic quality control of 
the grinder along with automatic adjustment of grinding and brewing times.

Hygo-Milk Dry System - Best hygiene milk system keeps bacteria away and reduces 
maintenance and cleaning (meets EU hygiene regulations HACCP).

Americano, espresso, caffe latte, cappuccino, latte macchiato, mochaccino, choco-
late, tea, hot water

Unique selling points

- Separate outlet for hot water / tea
- Water connection for fresh and waste water 
electronicallly controlled
- Dispense time of 25-35 seconds
- Capacities / Volumes:
  Coffee beans - 200 cups
  Milk powder -  7 litres
  Chocolate - 7 litres
  Fresh milk - 10 litres
  180-240 cups of coffee per hour
  28 litres of hot water per hour
- Optional double grinder
- 16g coffee brewer
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Dimensions

Finish

Colours

Exterior in white or black gloss
Remote control adjustable LED’s

Gloss powder coated + glass

Machine
W - 320mm, H - 790mm, D - 530mm
Milk Module
W - 250mm, H - 710mm, D - 400mm

Power

230 V, 50 Hz, 13 A, 3 kW

Weight

Machine
50 kg
Milk Fridge
35 kg

W: www.swissmadecoffeemachines.com                               T:  0870 243 3033

LED Lighting


